Introduction
The cometary encounters by spacecraft in the mid-!980s
were with the relatively high activity comet Halley (neutral gas production rate Q • 6.9-10xl c• ø s -•) ( . In this paper we study the distributions of.cometary water group ions picked up by the solar wind using some of the techniques developed for comet Halley (Coates et al, 1989 ).
Instrument and data analysis
The IIS consists of a set of 5re spherical section electros•aeic analysers followed by time of/light cells. Together •hese determine Zl/q and rn/q for incoming ions. The five analysers sample different polar angles in the spacecraft frame. The overall energy range of the instrument is 86eV-8•keV (Wilken et al, 1987) 
Ion distributions
In Figure 3 we have overlaid the ring/shell predictions on an energy spectragram of mass group 3 data which has been integrated over angle. The distance range of this pl0t is +350,000 kin. In this plot the lower two peaks (0.8 and 1.6 keV/q) are due to saturation effects from the intense solar wind protons and alpha particles, the next peak 5keV) is due to the solar wind iron ions mentioned be- Indeed even when they are still basically ring-like, some of the distributions appear to be scattered to higher energy. This may be due to the high ratio of the Alfven speed to the solar wind speed (it low i¾:fA) here, since the' square of this ratio is the ratio of energy to pitch angle diffusion in quasi!inter theory as pointed out by Huddleston et el,
1993.
The one-sided distributions seen on the outbound leg between the bow shock (--•20,000 km) and -•85,000 km are an interesting feature with no definite explanation at present. Some one-sided distributions of pickup protons were also seen at comet Halley during quasi-perpendicular periods (Neugebauer et el, 1989b) 
